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3rd Party New Price. Buy. See all offers. Create Amazon price watches for: War Posters: Weapons of Mass Communication (0500288968). Price Type. Alert. Was the war poster the iconic art form of the 20th century? This powerful collection (and again, beautiful presentation) sparks that thought. Read more. It's not surprising to learn that this handsome volume was printed in conjunction with a British museum exhibit of war posters. The graphics chosen for inclusion are of the highest caliber, and I can only imagine that curators pored over each of these and culled dozens (hundreds, even!) of others. Now available in paperback, this book features over 250 full colour examples of the most eye-catching and iconic posters from the Imperial War Museums international collection, some of the most powerful graphic images ever produced. Written by James Aulich, international expert in posters and graphic design in conflict, posters from Europe, the Commonwealth, America and Russia are included. (source: Nielsen Book Data)9780500288962 20160606. Subjects. Subject.